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 Employment of uninformative variable elimination (UVE) as a robust
variable selection is reported in this study. Each regression coefficient
represents the contribution of the corresponding variable to the
established model. But in the presence of uninformative variables
reliability of the magnitude of the regression coefficients is suspicious.
Successive projection algorithm (SPA), as well as Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization (GSO), was implemented as preprocessing technique
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Selwood data set:
Auto-scaling process was done in such a way that the mean and standard deviation of each descriptor was adjusted to
zero and one, respectively. Number of significant descriptors was 26, which was reduced, compared to the initial 53
variables (Figure(1)).
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization (GSO) resulted in 30 informative orthogonalized descriptors, out of 53 descriptors in
the Selwood data. Opting the number of LVs in PLS as 7, augmenting with
a random data matrix, UVE-PLS was applied on the orthogonalized data. 3
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to remove collinearity and redundancy in the system. They resulted in
reliable regression coefficients that show the most informative variables.
Uninformative variable elimination-partial least squares (UVE-PLS) was
performed on the preprocessed data set and Cvalue’s were calculated for
each descriptor. In this case the Cvalue’s of UVE assisted with SPA or
GSO could be used for ranking of variables in accord with their
importance.
The sorted descriptors were introduced into a jackknife-based internal
validation procedure. Selwood data including 31 molecules and 53
descriptors, Anti-HIV data including 107 molecules and 160 descriptors
were considered in this study. Desired results were obtained when using
GSO preprocessing method for the Selwood data and using SPA for the
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As Figure 3 showsthe Cvalue of all descriptors are higher than Cvalue
of artificial descriptors.
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Figure (3). Cvalue of Gram-Schmidt orthogonalized descriptors
combined with artificial variables for the Selwood data set. 

 SPA was the last applied preprocessing method. SPA resulted in a set of 30 descriptors out of 53 descriptors in the
Selwood data (k (0) = 6 as an initial starting vector). In spite of GSO, only a limited number of descriptors had Cvalue
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Anti-HIV data set. Starting vector is most affecting parameter in case of
applying GSO before UVE-PLS. But as the results show, this is not the
case when applying SPA.
Applying UVE-PLS on the GSO orthogonalized Selwood data in the
optimized condition, seven descriptors were selected with q2 = 0.769 and
R2 = 0.915. Also applying SPA-UVE-PLS on the Anti-HIV data, nine
descriptors were selected with q2 = 0.81 and R2 = 0.84.

UVE-PLS is designed to exclude uninformative variables with high
variance but small covariance with the dependent variable y.
In the UVE algorithm, at first main data set augmented by a artificial

higher than critical Cvalue and these numbers were slightly irreproducible.
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54,90,36,30,48,5,12,23,600.8250.70.751976160Auto-scalingAnti-HIV

90,30,32,52,122,11,155,10.780.150.5167878GSO, k(0)=90

Table 1. Model parameters and selected optimal descriptors for optimal model in case 
of Selwood and Anti-HIV data sets with different preprocessing methods.  
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random variables with the same size by data matrix then a PLS regression
coefficient matrix b = [b1, . . . , bp] is calculated through a leave-one-out
validation; then the reliability of each variable can be quantitatively
measured according to its stability. The stability of variable j can be
calculated as:
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Artificial variables 

90,30,32,52,122,11,155,1
56,31,151,128,53,36,19,6
9,26

0.780.150.5167878GSO,   k(0) 90

90, 30,  32,  52,  122,  11,  
155,  156,  31, 151,  128,  
53 ,36

0.860.720.76137878GSO,   k(0)=150

90,36,30,60,78,153,121,1
56,33

0.840.80.8193278SPA , k(0)=90

Anti-HIV data set:
At first data set was divided into calibration set consisted of 78 molecules and the external test set consisted of 29 molecules.
Then UVE-PLS was applied to auto-scaled calibration set, so 76 descriptors, out of 160,
have Cvalue higher than critical Cvalue. Cvalue’s from UVE-PLS were applied to sort
the significant descriptors and sorted significant descriptors were introduced into
Jackknife based internal validation one by one 0 6
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Figure (1) . Cvalues of auto-scaled Selwood data matrix combined with artificial .

Gram-Schmidt Orthogonailization (GSO):
GSO decorrelates the variables according to their order. is a forward selection
method starting with one variable. It incorporates a new variable in each
iteration, until a specified number of variables (N) is reached. It uses a simple
projection operator to minimize collinearity among variables.
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Jackknife based internal validation one by one.
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Figure (4): Cvalue of auto-scaled Anti-HIV data set ranked and jackknife based l-29-out 
used for determining the number of optimal descriptors.

GSO and SPA also used as a preprocessing for Anti-HIV data results gathered in Table 1.

Conclusion

Uninformative variable elimination combined with proper preprocessing method was used as a variable selection strategy
in this study, despite the fact that UVE were designed for variable elimination (not selection). The appropriateness of this
method was shown on two data sets, and acceptable results were obtained for both data sets. UVE-PLS was a properp j p y g

Figure (2). Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization 
operation in geometrical representation.
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variable selection method for GSO orthogonalized Selwood data set, while it was a proper variable selection technique for
SPA preprocessed Anti-HIV data.
As the results show UVE-PLS assisted with GSO and SPA gave more stability to the regression coefficients, and in case of
GSO-UVE-PLS Cvalues of artificial variables were not comparable with orthogonalized variables.
And at the last properness of preprocessing procedure depends on the nature of data set.
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